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The Mother of all Networks 

Britain and the Commonwealth in the 21st Century  

 

Quite simply, this relatively short book is marvellous.  And that is no surprise.  

 

In the struggle to secure the devotion by the U K Government of the requisite degree 

of attention to the Commonwealth as a factor in our global concerns, present and 

future, one figure towers above all others:  Lord Howell of Guildford, statesman, 

writer, polymath and visionary.   

 

The philosopher Alfred North Whitehead drew a distinction between intelligence and 

ability. The former quality he defined as "quickness of apprehension" and the latter as 

"the capacity to act wisely on the matter apprehended".  The latter he judged to be 

rarer than the former.  It is when you get the two plentifully together, as is the case 

with David Howell, that things start to be different.  

 

The book's context is explained with admirable succinctness in the Foreword by Lord 

Hague, himself no mean historian, as well as a former Foreign and Commonwealth 

Secretary.  In his Preface, the author emphasises both the complexity and the delicacy 

of our task and opportunity.  He also points out that many of the texts in the book 

were written or spoken decades ago.  What he presents is thus "an unfolding story 

rather than an up-to-the-minute picture of a world in flux":  not so much, in other 

words, a summary or synthesis of all his efforts, as a selective recollection or 

restatement of them.     

       

*     *     * 

The titles of the six chapters furnish between them so clear and comprehensive 

account of what is at issue that they merit being set out in full: 

 

  - Networks, The Microchip & The Conditions of the 21st Century 

 - The UK's Foreign Policy & The Need for Change 

 - Our Real Friends 

 - Twenty Years of Disappointment 

 - Towards a Commonwealth Mark Two 

 - The Next Step: A Fresh Foreign Policy for Britain     

 

This sequence is as analytically rigorous as one could ask.  Chapters 1, 3 and 5 have 

"conclusions”; the others have concluding passages.  There are useful side-headings 

throughout.  The latter illustrate inter alia the interdependence of the subject matter.  

Ideally, indeed, all six chapters should be read simultaneously.  Alternatively, the 

titles of the Chapters should be regarded as partly interchangeable.  The joined-up 

thinking in which it abounds means that the book is a network in itself.  

 

We tend in the first instance to associate "network" with uniform entities such as a 

spider's web or a transport system.  In the Commonwealth context we must be ready 

to be ready to define "network" in the broadest terms.  What anything is matters less 

than what it does, or can do.   

 



For computers experts "networking" describes the activity of "devices" with the 

capacity to communicate with one another.   In 2018 that notion can lead us far.  The 

world economy of the last century is evolving - or has evolved - into a global village, 

where almost anything can affect almost everything else.  A butterfly fluttering its 

wings in the Pacific is proverbially enough for storms to rage in the Atlantic:  or vice 

versa.  Everything is thus within the range of feasibility.  The Mother of all Networks 

is at one and the same time animal, vegetable, mineral and abstract.  It embraces the 

past as readily as it faces the present and contemplates the future.   

 

*     *     * 

 

We hear much at the moment about "the retreat from multilateralism" and the 

importance of adherence to the "rules-based system".  What is issue, however, is not 

so much general rejection of the present approach to the management of international 

relations as dissatisfaction on practical grounds with certain institutional aspects of it.  

This need be no occasion for surprise.   

 

First, the fabric of international co-operation established at the end of World War II 

has been remarkably successful in coping with very great change,  as well as a 

quadrupling of the membership and an enormous expansion of its activities.  But it is 

not to be expected that it will meet with permanent total success in that regard.  

Indeed "reform of the UN" in a legal or organisational or administrative sense has 

been on the agenda almost from the outset. 

 

Secondly, the current "rules-based system" is in fact values-based to an extent never 

before witnessed in the management of international relations.  The UN Charter, and 

most especially its iconic Preamble (not part of the original Dumbarton Oaks 

proposals, but devised at a gathering of Commonwealth Ministers in London on the 

eve of the San Francisco conference) replaces the classical diplomacy zero-sum game 

of the pursuit of "national interest”, and its attendant disastrous rivalry and 

brinkmanship, with the positive-sum pursuit of the common good through 

international co-operation.  

 

Running an interdependent world in this constructive way, highly desirable as it is, 

demands more than adherence to rules.  It is dependent on "community spirit":  

willing acceptance of responsibility towards, or for, others.  When there is a strong 

feeling that some partners are abusing or exploiting that spirit, or - worse still - have 

been doing so consistently for years, there will be trouble.  That is where we are now.   

 

*     *     * 

 

That is also where the Commonwealth comes in.  We are not just a rules-based 

system:  we are a values-based community, or society, or association, which has grown 

not imperially but empirically out of a past empire.  We know without being told that 

making a success of our interdependent existence depends to a great extent on how we 

treat one another individually, as well as how the member countries get along with 

one another.  The more diverse and mobile our societies are, the more this this aspect 

of our life matters.  The Commonwealth increasingly manifests itself as being 

concerned with relations within countries, as well as among them.  

 



We also know that at the end of the day the chief ingredients of success in the 

management of communities more or less of any sort are hard work and good will; 

and that some members of a community will display these essential qualities to a 

greater extent than will others.  The former worthies have been graphically described 

as "load-bearing structures”, while the chief concern of the latter, which does not pass 

unnoticed by their more industrious colleagues, may be not to overexert themselves.  

 

The inevitable vagaries of implementing the desirable principle of equitable 

geographical distribution may contribute to the problem. ("How many people work 

here?"  is a stock visitor's question: "about half of them at any one time," is the 

apocryphal answer in the case of UN establishments.)   The better the job the 

community does, however, the less any eccentricities of individual input will seem to 

matter.  

 

*     *     * 

 

The concluding passage of Chapter 4, feelingly entitled Twenty Years of 

Disappointment, poses a question of refreshing directness about the need for a 

paradigm shift in the attitude of the British Establishment towards the 

Commonwealth:  Has the Penny dropped? 

 

David Howell was writing before the London Summit in April.  On the strength of 

what happened at that historic gathering, one of the largest ever held in this country, 

and blessed by the gloriously unpredictable English weather with a pre-season heat 

wave, and of the actions since then of the UK as chair-in-office,  the answer to the 

question is "most decidedly".   

 

The substantial and action-oriented documentary outcome of the Summit speaks for 

itself.  The Prime Minster's written statement in the House of Commons on April 23. 

reporting on the event, is like no other before it.   

 

On June 18 the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary announced the appointment of 

Philip Parham, a senior British diplomat, as the UK's Envoy to the Commonwealth.  

"He will lead the UK's effort to ensure delivery of the commitments made at the 

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in London in April".  His 

appointment "underscores the UK's sustained commitment to a Commonwealth which 

is a powerful force for global good now and for the long term".   

 

That sustained commitment has been emphasised on a number of occasions by Lord 

Ahmad, the feisty minister at the FCO who handles Commonwealth issues.  What is 

involved in detail is also spelled out in the reply issued on July 2 by the FCO to a 

report in April by the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee.  There are now 

three times as many officials in the FCO working on Commonwealth matters as there 

were before the London Summit. 

 

*     *     *  

The paradigm shift in the UK attitude to the Commonwealth which we have 

witnessed has almost inevitably raised the question of whether it is fuelled by neo-

imperialism.  Jocular references within Whitehall to "Empire 2.0" have aroused dark 

suspicions in suspicious minds.  



 

The truth, however, is otherwise.  The cautious observer might conside that the   

danger is more likely to be relapse rather than resurgence. The durability of the 

paradigm shift will tend to be measured by what happens when the UK ceases to be 

Chair-in-office.  In the meantime the great variety of Commonwealth activities will 

continue to show where appropriate that the practical advantages of being UK-based 

can obtained without any risk of developing Anglo-centricity. 

 

It is a common line of argument that the British acquired an empire in a bout of 

absent-mindedness.  By the same token its transformation into a "powerful long term 

force for global good" puts the emphasis on the role of children and grandchildren.  

There is much to be learned from the perennial advertisement for ultra-prestigious 

Patek Philippe watches: "you never actually own the Commonwealth; you just look 

after it for the next generation".     

 

Peter Marshall 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      


